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Four strong women from different walks of life in Australia, London and San Francisco, they've all come to
the breathtakingly beautiful isle of Corfu seeking the same thing—refuge. Between marriage woes, dead-end
careers, and demanding families, these women need a vacation—a little sun, a few shots of Sambuca, and a
couple of sexy Greek men will surely allow them to relax, right? Maybe not.

Australian Claire Dillon is 46, still has amazing legs, and is ready for a change. Her husband is having an
affair with a 29-year old masseuse, and her gay son is looking for a father figure in a series of unsuitable
boyfriends. When she takes off for Corfu in the middle of disaster, everyone says she's gone mad—and she's
out to prove them right.

Parker Glass' marriage lasted eleven days, not exactly what the perfectionist interior designer from San
Francisco had dreamed of. After a breakdown at work, her partner firmly suggests she use her scheduled
honeymoon time for some much needed sun and relaxation in the Greek Isles. At first, the vacation seems
just the thing for getting her life back on track... but sometimes the cure is worse than the disease.

Anya Soberanes is convinced she's cursed—how else could she still be looking for her soulmate? When her
aunt finds her unconscious in her San Francisco apartment after inadvertently overdosing on sleeping pills
and telenovelas, her parents give her an ultimatum: either take a vacation with her friend's sister Parker, or
check into a mental-health facility. As Anya discovers, facing her fears is easy in Greece—it's making her
dreams come true that's the hard part.

25-year old Londoner Kelah Morris wants more than anything to publish a brilliant novel and prove to her
editor mother that she's destined for more than selling popcorn at the cinema. All Kelah needs is an escape
from her overbearing parents, dead-end job, jailbird brother and just-published friends to free herself of her
infamous writer's block. Butshe doesn't factor in the possibility of wild career success and true love on her
island getaway.

Together, these four women discover that sometimes you need to get away from it all to discover what you
really need.

From the Trade Paperback edition.
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From reader reviews:

Elizabeth Parker:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book particularly
book entitled Paging Aphrodite the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and
every aspect that maybe unfamiliar for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging each word written in
a reserve then become one form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get ahead of. The Paging
Aphrodite giving you one more experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful
details for your better life on this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern this is your body and
mind will likely be pleased when you are finished reading it, like winning a game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary spending spare time activity?

Alla Haynes:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, limited story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not hoping Paging Aphrodite that give your
satisfaction preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading routine all over the world can be said
as the way for people to know world better then how they react toward the world. It can't be claimed
constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants to become
success person. So , for every you who want to start reading as your good habit, it is possible to pick Paging
Aphrodite become your personal starter.

Robin Harvey:

Do you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Attempt to
pick one book that you find out the inside because don't evaluate book by its protect may doesn't work at this
point is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the outside seem
likes. Maybe you answer might be Paging Aphrodite why because the amazing cover that make you consider
about the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the outside as well
as cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Nicole Williams:

Beside that Paging Aphrodite in your phone, it might give you a way to get nearer to the new knowledge or
information. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh from oven so don't always be
worry if you feel like an previous people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Paging
Aphrodite because this book offers for you readable information. Do you oftentimes have book but you don't
get what it's all about. Oh come on, that would not happen if you have this in the hand. The Enjoyable blend
here cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss it? Find
this book and read it from now!
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